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Abstract

According to the standard view, Finnish finite clauses exhibit topic prominence in the sense that the prever-

bal subject position is usually occupied by the topic (for example, by the direct object topic). This article 

notes several problems in the standard theory and looks at the anatomy of the Finnish finite clause in a differ-

ent way. It is concluded that Finnish is not a topic prominent language. There is, instead, a connection in UG 

between agreement and topic prominence such that the former licenses the latter. Finnish is topic prominent 

only to the extent that it has productive agreement. In addition, it is argued that the topic/focus system is part 

of the semantic interpretation, not grammatical feature system, while the EPP is a purely structural sec-

ond-merge condition and is tied neither to agreement, structural case nor topics.

Keywords

Topic; Focus; EPP; Agreement; Finnish

##This paper has all the arguments, conclusions and data from Finnish in place; it still lacks discussion of

data from other languages. ##
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1 Introduction

Beginning with Vilkuna (1989), it has been well-known that Finnish exhibits topic prominence. The prever-

bal subject position is occupied by topics, not necessarily by (nominative and agreeing) grammatical sub-

jects. If something else than the grammatical subject constitutes the topic of the clause, that element, say the 

direct object, will be fronted while the grammatical subject remains in its post verbal position (1).1 

(1)  

(a) Pekka rakastaa nopeita autoja. (SVO)

Pekka.nom loves.3sg fast cars.par

‘Pekka loves fast cars.’ (Pekka = topic, fast cars = new information).

(b) Nopeita autoja rakastaa Pekka (OVS)

fast cars.par loves.3sg Pekka.nom

‘Pekka loves fast cars.’ (fast cars = topic, Pekka = new information).

So while in English the grammatical subject must normally occur in the preverbal position, as required by 

the Extended Projection Principle (EPP), in Finnish that place is reserved for topics. The position seems to 

have a discourse function instead of a purely grammatical one. 

On the other hand, Finnish does have something resembling the English EPP property: verb-initial sentences 

are ungrammatical, in and itself. This means that even if the preverbal position were reserved for topics, 

there is a condition, possibly a separate condition, which says that something must scramble to fill in that 

position. If there were no topics or subjects, the preverbal position must normally be filled by an expletive. 

See (2). 

(2)  

(a) Sitä varastelevat naapurin lapset taas meidän omenoita.

expl steal.3pl neighbor children again our apples.par

‘The neighbor children are again stealing our apples.’

1 Abbreviations: 0 = zero agreement or default 3sg agreement; acc/gen = accusative/genitive, i.e. the direct object case; impass = 
impersonal verb; nom = nominative case; par = partitive case.
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(b) *Varastelevat naapurin lapset taas meidän omenoita.

steal.3pl neighboe children again our apples.par

Holmberg & Nikanne (2002) there propose that Finnish has a “topic EPP”: the preverbal position must probe

and check a topic feature (more specifically, a nonfocus [-foc] feature) if such constituent is present. If no 

such constituent is to be found, an expletive can, and in many cases must, take its place. So while in English 

the preverbal position checks feature(s) related to grammatical subjects, in Finnish it checks the discourse 

motivated ‘nonfocus feature’ and generates an expletive if this is not possible. There are further twists in this 

story, but Holmberg & Nikanne’s (H&N for now) analysis is, in my view, a successful and welcome elabora-

tion to the basic principles of Finnish finite clause’s left periphery established by Vilkuna in the 1980s 

(Vilkuna 1989). 

In this paper I would like to draw attention to certain further facts which I believe would warrant a modifica-

tion to the theory of Finnish finite left periphery. I would also like to question its status as a “topic prominent

language”.

Before proceeding with the main agenda, I say few things about Finnish syntax more generally. The gram-

matical subject in Finnish normally agrees in phi-features with the finite element of the clause and is as-

signed the nominative case. When a direct object, say, occupies the topic position of a finite clause, there is 

normally a grammatical subject elsewhere in the clause that manifests these properties (nominative case/phi-

agreement). It is not the case that the fronted/topicalized direct object would agree with the verb and/or get 

nominative case, like the direct objects in English personal passive constructions do. Morphosyntax, in other 

words, is not affected at all by the topic system (in the next section we will demonstrate the vice versa). This 

phenomenon means that the notion of “grammatical subject”, which can be used in Finnish either for the pre-

verbal topic constituent or for the nominative/agreeing phrase, can be ambiguous. I will try to distinguish the 

two uses explicitly and avoid the use of the term grammatical subject.

There are only two phrasal positions to the left of the finite element in a Finnish finite clause. The first posi-

tion, just left of the finite element, is the topic position discussed by H&N. This position belongs to the finite 

portion of the clause and is not inside the C-domain proper. We know this because it is independent of every-

thing that takes place inside the C-domain. The C-domain, in turn, only has one full phrasal position that I 

call the “operator position” because it hosts various operator-like elements such as wh-pronouns and relative 
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pronouns. The fact that these two positions and nothing more are there was established by Vilkuna (1989) 

and is followed by every study ever since that I know of. There is no evidence whatsoever for anything more 

complex, and even if in some languages the C-domain appears to involve more syntactic room, such claims 

cannot be generalized to Finnish; instead, as we show in Brattico et al. (2014), various left edge discourse 

functions are represented in this language by means of suffixes, not by means of multiplying syntactic posi-

tions/projections. This matter is important in situations when we have to control for left edge effects. In such 

situations, we have to fill in the sole operator position to make sure that nothing has moved higher than the 

topic position; once it is filled, we know that everything that occurs below is inside the finite portion of the 

clause.

2 Problems

According to H&N’s analysis, a nonfocus (=topic) discourse feature at the left edge of the finite portion of 

the finite clause – call it the Fin-projection – attracts and checks a constituent with the same feature and, if no

such constituent is present, summons an expletive. Think of the topic feature as performing the duty of the fi-

nite clause EPP and you get a reasonably accurate picture of their proposal.

There are, however, finite sentences in which this operation is not available. In these sentences the grammati-

cal subject must move to the preverbal position, exactly as it does in English. One example is provided by 

the active impersonal sentence. This construction is found frequently in spoken Finnish, where the fully in-

flected active verb sounds hypercorrect and is not in productive use. 

(3)  

(a) Me rakennettiin talo.

We.nom build.impass house.nom

‘We build a house.’

(b) *?Talo rakennettiin me.

house.nom build.impass we.nom

‘We build a house (‘house’ = topic).’
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I would not use (3)(b) to topicalize ‘house’. Why can’t we shift the direct object to the topic position in (3)

(b)? The impersonal passive verb has the property that it does not exhibit person and number agreement, it 

only carries the impersonal suffix (whatever its constitution, see Vainikka & Brattico, 2014). Compare (4)(a-

b).

(4)  

(a) Me rakennettiin talo. (Impersonal passive verb)

we.nom build.impass house.nom

‘We build a house.’

(b) Me rakensi-mme talo-n. (Fully inflected active verb)

we.nom build-3pl house.acc/gen

‘We build a house.’

This fact is important because to me the topic shift – moving the topic instead of the subject to the preverbal 

position – is ungrammatical, or marginal, in the case of non-agreeing verbs more generally. Here are two fur-

ther examples (I use a sentence-initial adverb to prevent anything to move into the higher C-domain; for a re-

cent work on the Finnish C-domain and a review of previous literature, see Brattico, P., Huhmarniemi, S., 

Purma, J. & Vainikka, A., 2014).

(5)  Modal constructions

(a) Huomenna meidän täytyy ostaa uusi talo.

tomorrow We.gen must.0 buy new house

‘We must buy a new house tomorrow’

(b) ?*Huomenna uusi talo täytyy meidän ostaa.

tomorrow new house must.0 we.gen buy

(c) *Huomenna uusi talo täytyy ostaa meidän.

tomorrow new house must.0 buy we.gen
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(6) Psych-verb construction

(a) Huomenna meitä pelottaa mennä tentiin.

tomorrow we.par fear.0 to.go to.exam

‘We are frightened to go to the exam tomorrow.’

(b) ?*Huomenna tenttiin pelottaa meitä mennä.

tomorrow exam fear.0 we.par to.go

(c) *Huomenna tenttiin pelottaa mennä meitä.

huomenna to.exam fear.0 to.go we.par

The impersonal passive construction and the modal construction do have the expletive strategy, however 

(sitä lähdettiin taas ilman lupaa ‘expl went.impass again without permission’, sitä täytyy vain jaksaa ‘expl 

must.0 just endure’). We can also compare the non-agreeing and agreeing forms for the third person plural 

subjects and see how their perform with respect to topic shifts. According to my own judgment, there is a 

contrast between the agreeing and non-agreeing forms such as that latter (i.e., b) is not compatible with the 

topic shift construction.

(7)   

(a) Tämän talon rakensimme me itse.

this.gen/acc house.gen/acc build.3pl we.nom self.nom

‘We yourselves build this house (this house = topic).’

(b) ?*Tämä talo rakennettiin me itse.

this.nom house.nom build.impass we.nom self.nom

‘We yourselves build this house (this house = topic).’

Before attempting to discuss this effect further, as well as other similar data, let’s take notice of another prob-

lem raised by H&N’s hypothesis. Their claim is that once the preverbal position is reserved by the topic, say 

the direct object topic, the postverbal grammatical subject will remain at Spec,vP. It is however possible to 
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move the grammatical subject to the right edge of the clause, where it receives a strong focus interpretation. 

Here’s one example:

(8) Tätä kirjaa toivoi voivansa suositella Liisalle Pekka.

this book.par hoped could recommend to.Liisa Pekka.nom

‘Pekka hoped to be able to recommend this book to Liisa.’

(Pekka must be in the focus, i.e. new information.)

Since the subject has agreed with the verb and has the nominative case assigned, and it is marked by the 

agent thematic role, we have to assume that either the subject is dislocated to the right edge from the Spec,vP

position, or it visits the Spec,Fin and then leaves to the outer right edge. There is no way that has been 

merged to the bottom of the merge stack. Either way, we have a process depicted in (9).

(9) Tätä kirjaa toivoi voivansa suositella Liisalle Pekka.

this book.par hoped could recommend to.Liisa Pekka.nom

  ---------------Right dislocation?--------------------->

As much the direct object can move upwards to the preverbal topic position, the thematic agent can move 

‘backwards’ to the right edge focus position. This constructions raises a number of questions. From the point 

of view of H&N’s analysis, however, we ought to ask what guarantee do we have that the “topic shift”, in 

which the subject appears in the postverbal position, is not produced by right dislocation, the operation in

(9)? If it were, then the grammatical subject could in fact have been in the subject position before jumping to 

the right edge, and we could posit an English-type EPP-mechanism, in which the preverbal subject position 

checks grammatical subjects (10).

(10) Nopeita autoja __ rakastaa __ Pekka.

new.par cars.par love Pekka

<-----Move-------|

|-----Right dislocate----->

There is a similarity between (9) and the topic shift: in both cases, the grammatical subject/agent has focus 

interpretation. In (10), Pekka is in the focus, as it is in (9). There is another attraction of such analysis: we 
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could assume that A-movement/EPP system is universal, and that the topic/focus layer is produced by further

back-and-forth movement. I do not champion this analysis exactly in this sense, but this possibility has to be 

controlled for. But the more important reason I mention this here is that once we see that there exists such 

right dislocation, whatever it might be (I’ll return to it in a later section), we have to find a way to block it. 

It’s not free. For example, we have to explain why (11), the sentences examined just a moment ago, are un-

grammatical. Why the subject cannot be right dislocated to get the strong focus interpretation?

(11)  

(a) *Uusi talo täytyy rakentaa meidän.

new house must.0 build we.gen

(b) *Tenttiin pelottaa mennä meitä.

to.exam fear.0 to.go we.par

(c) *Talo rakennettiin me.

house.nom build.impass we.nom

The fact that the thematic agent cannot be right dislocated suggests to me the possibility that lack of agree-

ment again has some kind of ‘freezing’ effect on the subject, preventing it from floating around. For it seems 

that it is precisely when there is no agreement that the right dislocation of the subject is blocked. To see this 

fact in a clear way, compare (8) with (12). Example (12) is not only marginal but gibberish.

(12) *Tätä kirjaa täytyy voida suositella Liisalle meidän.

this book must.0 can recommend to.Liisa we.gen

 |----------Right dislocation no?------------------>

‘We must be able to recommend this book to Liisa.’

With the help of right dislocation we can welcome non-finite constructions into the discussion as well. I just 

suggested, tentatively, that lack of agreement might trigger subject freezing. Non-finite verbs and adverb 

constructions in Finnish always occur without agreement if they contain an overt subject. Since they do not 
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have agreement, we expect that the subject and the direct object (for example) cannot shift positions for top-

ic/focus reasons. This is indeed what we find. Such shifts are completely ungrammatical.

(13)  A-infinitival2

(a) Minä käskin Merjan syödä kaikki leivät.

I asked Merja.gen to.eat all bread

‘I asked Merja to eat all of the bread.’

(b) *Minä käskin kaikki leivät syödä Merjan.

I asked all bread to.eat Merja.gen

(14) VA-infinitival

(a) Minä näin Merjan syövän karkkeja.

I saw Merja.gen to.eat candy

‘I saw Merja eating the candy.’

(b) *Minä näin karkkeja syövän Merjan.3

I saw candy.par to.eat Merja.gen

Intended: ‘I saw Merja eating the candy’

(15) TUA-adverbial

(a) Minä nukahdin {isän luettua kirjan.}

I.nom fell.asleep father.gen read.tua book.gen

‘I fell asleep after the father read a/the book.’

(b) *Minä nukahdin {kirjan luettua isän.}

I.nom fell.asleep book.gen read.tua father.gen

2 For Finnish non-finite constructions, see Koskinen, 1988.
3 This is grammatical if the latter portion is read as an noun phrase containing an participle adjective phrase; but this is not the 

intended reading here.
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Let’s also make sure that the problem is not caused by the object object. Data in (16) shows that. Here we 

only move the subject; the direct object remains in situ. These sentences, too, are ungrammatical. 

(16)

(a) *Pekka käski __ ostaa talon Merjan.

Pekka asked to.buy house.acc Merja.gen

|-----Right dislocation----->

(b) *Pekka uskoi __ ostavan talon Merjan.

Pekka believed buy.va house.acc Merja.gen

|-------Right dislocation------->

H&N have no problem explaining these data. They can say that the non-finite construction are not headed by

the Fin-head, and thus they do not have the topic feature to attract the putative topic argument. But what is 

still interesting is why right dislocation is not available. There is such a position at the matrix level, and any-

thing could, in principle, jump there. In addition, even if H&N can assume that there is no topic mechanism 

inside non-finite clauses, the data in (13)-(15) suggest that there is an EPP-mechanism that we must account 

for. And why not to have the topic head, since these clauses, too, can have topics? To me, however, the inter-

esting thing about these observations is that they reinforce what was noted before: once you don’t have 

agreement, the subject needs to be stationed at the preverbal subject position so that it cannot participate in 

any creative topic/focus hopping.4 It can’t start wandering around, seeking new topic/focus positions. Agree-

ment, in turn, has a liberating effect on word order and frees the subject to perform discourse duties.

This observation has some crosslinguistic appeal. In English, with very little agreement, we observe strict 

grammatical EPP. In Italian, with strong agreement, the subject can hop to the right edge (17).

(17)

(a) Giovanni telefona a Marco./ A Marco telefona Giovanni.

‘Giovanni calls to Marco.’ ‘Giovanni calls to Marco.’

4 A-bar movement can still pull subjects out of the subject positions, even from the subject positions of non-finite verbs (kenen 
Pekka käski __ lähteä? ‘who.gen Pekka asked __ to.eave?’). But that is an effect we have to control for in any case.
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(b) A Marco __ spera di poter telefonare Givoanni.

to.Marco hopes to.be.able to.call Giovanni

(Giovanni = focus)

(c) *To Marco hopes to be able to call Giovanni.

##data from other languages here##

There are further and independent reasons to suspect that the Finnish non-finite clauses have an EPP mecha-

nism in effect keeping the subject in place. In (18), it looks as if the VA-infinitival argumentless weather 

verbs would require something to fill in the preverbal position, much like finite verbs do. I find bare weather 

infinitivals (b,c) quite deviant.

(18)  

(a) Minä uskon huomenna satavan.

I believe tomorrow to.rain

‘I believe that it will rain tomorrow.’

(b) *Minä uskon satavan.

I.nom believe to.rain

Intended: ‘I believe it will rain.’

(c) *?Minä uskon satavan huomenna.

I believe to.rain tomorrow

Intended: ‘I believe it will rain.’

Let’s leave now this issue – we’ll return it in the next sections – and take notice of a third problem in H&N’s 

analysis of Finnish finite clauses. This problem is, in fact, well known, but it must be examined here since to 

my knowledge there’s no analysis to solve the puzzle. The puzzle is that the preverbal subject position in 

Finnish need not be the topic. It can be a non-topic quantifier such as ‘nobody’, or a variable bound by such 

quantifier (see the two subjects in (19)(a)), while it is possible to establish, via context, that the topic is an-
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other constituent that is stationed elsewhere (c-e, examples from Saara Huhmarniemi, personal communica-

tion).

(19)

(a) Kukaan1 ei usko että (juuri) hän1 voittaa kilpailun.

nobody not believe that exactly him wins competition

‘Nobody believes that he will win the competition.’

(b) Mitä tulee Pekkaan1, kuka tahansa voi voittaa  hänet1.

what comes to.Pekka whoever can beat him

‘What comes to Pekka, whoever can beat him.’

(c) Kuka tahansa voi saada sellaisen työpaikan.

Anybody can  obtain such work

‘Anybody can get a job like that.’

(d) Puhutaanpa Liisasta! Joku säätiö antaa hänelle varmasti apurahan.

‘Let's talk about Liisa! Some foundation will surely give her a grant.’

(e) Kukaan ei väitä, että (pro) pystyy juoksemaan maratonin.

nobody not claimthat can run marathon

‘Nobody is claiming that s/he can run the marathon.’

It is clear that these sentences are grammatical and that the topic is not at all the constituent in the ‘topic po-

sition’. Since there is a (non-subject) topic in (19), why the topic/EPP mechanism at Fin is not checking and 

moving the topic constituent to the preverbal position? Notice that the topic shift is still possible; it is just not

obligatory (20).

(20) Sellaisen työpaikan voi saada kuka tahansa.

that job.acc/gen can get anybody

‘Anybody can get a job like that.’
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If the topic need not occur in the preverbal position, why are H&N and Vilkuna claiming that the preverbal 

position is occupied by the nonfocus/topic? One reason is that if we perform the topic shift and keep every-

thing else constant, there is indeed a shift in interpretation (cf. (1)). What comes before the verb constitutes 

the topic, while the rest is new information. Amid all the problems we can’t let this fact escape our attention. 

It has also been observed by Saara Huhmarniemi that there are situations in which postverbal topics are quite

ungrammatical. Sentences in (21) are bad, especially without much contextual support.

(21) (S.H., personal communication)

(a) ?*Kenet tahansa voittaa Pekka.

who.ACC(t) win.3SG Pekka.NOM

(b) ?*Jonkun tapasi Liisa.

somebody met Liisa.NOM

(c) ?*Yhden opiskelijan tapasi professori.

a/one student met professor

Finally, it remains true of course that the grammatical subject can remain in the postverbal position, a fact 

H&N try to explain by positing the topic/EPP mechanism (we have observed that it can even fly to the right 

edge). So while there is some association between the preverbal position and topichood, there is no grammat-

ical principle which requires that Finnish finite sentence must be headed by a topic. Thus, the topic phenom-

enon refuses to surrender.

To sum up, H&N’s otherwise quite successful analysis leads into three questions. One problem is that there 

are finite clauses in which the positions of the subject and object cannot be shifted that well. They are char-

acterized by lack of agreement. Another problem is the existence of far right dislocation, which shows that 

subjects, when they agree with the verb, do not need to remain in Spec,vP but can go backwards to the right 

edge of a very long clause, where they receive a strong focus interpretation. This operation, too, is not avail-

able without agreement. We see that both topic and focus related dislocations, discourse-motivated opera-

tions, are conditioned by agreement. Of course, what is lacking is a syntactic analysis of right dislocation: 

which positions are involved and why movement towards the end of the clause? A third problem in H&N is 
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that there is no grammatical law that requires the prehead argument to be the topic. It is unclear how their 

topic/EPP system would explain situations in which a nontopic occupies the preverbal position and the topic 

sit in another position. I propose a solution to these problems in the next sections.

3 Agreement  

The Finnish facts suggest, to begin with, that there is a condition which requires that a subject occurs at 

Spec,HP (H = relevant head, such as Fin) or that phi-features occur at H (phi-agreement). So what makes all 

the trouble is a situation in which neither condition is true. Once phi-agreement is present, the subject noun 

phrase itself, the carrier of the phi-features, is free to float into another place; but if phi-agreement does not 

materialize, the subject noun phrase must itself occupy the Spec. It is as if the head were trying to grab phi-

features into its own projection either by means of phi-agreement or by movement of the carrier phrase. 

(Naturally, it can also do both operation.) Another way to think about this is to say that movement of the car-

rier DP phrase and phi-agreement are two sides of the same coin: get phi-features inside the verb’s projec-

tion. To begin to make sense of these facts, let’s propose (22).

(22) Generalized phi-agreement

A head with a generalized phi-probe wants to suck a package of phi-features from a local carrier 

phrase, either by means of phi-agreement, movement of the carrier phrase, or by means of both. The 

looted phi-features (or a copy thereof) must, after the operation, occur inside that head’s projection.

Condition (22) explains why subjects that occur together with agreeing verbs do not need to vacate that 

verb’s projection, and why subjects which occur together with agreementless verbs (finite and non-finite) are

frozen in place. In both cases, that property (22) is satisfied: phi-features occur inside verb’s projection. It 

will also explain how non-topics manage to occupy the subject positions. These are subjects which satisfy

(22) but have no relation to topics; condition (22) does not say anything about topics. How topics fit into this

picture will be discussed in the next sections. 

Condition (22) tries to capture the difference between English and Italian/Finnish/Hungarian by saying that 

the English subject-oriented behavior is a result of lack of productive agreement, and that it contrasts with 

rich agreement in the latter languages resulting in a more lax attitude concerning the position of the subject, 
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the phi-carrier itself. Condition (22) would be part of the UG, not a condition in Finnish. There are no topic 

prominent languages or parameters; this analysis predicts that the topic prominent behavioral profile results 

from an abundance of agreement. Indeed, we have seen that Finnish is not topic prominent what comes to 

constructions that lack agreement. Condition (22) has additional bonus worth mentioning: it explains why, if 

there is nothing to provide phi-features to a head, default phi-features are sometimes authored out of the blue.

H&N discuss many examples in which something else that the thematic argument or an expletive satisfies 

(their) EPP. The following examples are from H&N’s paper (their example 7, p. 81).

(23)  

(a) Tänään leikkii lapsia kadulla.

today plays.0 children.par  in.street

(b) Tromssassa leikkii lapsia kadulla.

in.Tromsio play.0 children.par in.street

(c) Kirveen  avulla murtautuu helposti taloon.

axe.gen with.help break.0 easily into.house

'One can easiliy break into the house with the help of an axe.'

(d) *Ehkä leikkii lapsia kadulla.

perhaps play.0 children..par in.street

(e) *Helposti  murtautuu taloon kirveen avulla.

easily break into.house axe.gen with.help

They observe that for a phrase to be able to fill in the Spec,Fin position, it has to be “referential in a broad 

sense, including locative and temporal adverbials but excluding sentence adverbials and manner adverbials” 

(p. 81). Might “referential in a broad sense” be in fact the property of “carrying phi-features”? The examples 

in (23) – ‘with the help of an axe’, ‘Tromssa’ and ‘today’ – all might in fact all carry phi-features, so I posit 

that condition (22) also explains (23). Ehkä ‘maybe’ and helposti ‘easily’ do not carry phi-features, which is 
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why they don’t suffice if this explanation is on target. Another explanation is also possible, and discussed in 

the last section of this article.

Condition (22) says that if there is subject-verb agreement, the carrier subject noun phrase is itself free to go 

anywhere. It does not say that ‘something must fill in the preverbal position’. Thus, condition (22) is not the 

EPP requirement. This should be kept in mind, because even though it is not the EPP requirement, it comes 

quite close: without phi-agreement this clause behaves much like the original English-type EPP requiring a 

(nominative) noun phrase to occupy the preverbal subject position. Why then not to say that it is the EPP? 

This is because in Finnish verb initial clauses are ungrammatical with or without agreement. 

(24) ?*Tulee Pekka kotiin.

comes.3sg Pekka home

‘Pekka comes home.’

We have seen evidence that many phrase types suffice to make these sentences grammatical. In addition, we 

still haven’t captured the topic phenomenon, so that we are not just yet in the position to address the EPP. In-

stead, we’ll put it into our agenda. But I think that the agreement business is something else than the general 

ban of verb-initial clauses.

Condition (22) requires that a “local” phi-carrier is used to grab the required features. Phi-agreement in 

Finnish is always established locally by the agreeing head and a local argument. The direct object can never 

phi-agree with the finite verb, for example. In addition, the agreement condition of Fin cannot be satisfied by

moving the direct object. The following examples, in which I have attempted to do just that, are deviant (I 

have filled in the operator position here to control for the possibility that the moved object is interpreted to be

in the C-domain).

(25)

(a) ?*Huutokaupasta auto täytyy meidän ostaa.

from.auction car must.0 we.gen to.buy

*We must buy the car from the auction.’
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(b) ?*Huutokaupasta auto haluttiin me ostaa.

from.auction car want.impass we.nom to.buy

‘We wanted to buy the car from the auction.’

(c) ?*Huomenna tenttiin pelottaa meitä mennä.

tomorrow-Q exam fear.0 we.par to.go

‘we are frightened to go to the exam tomorrow.’

These are bad because the locality condition is violated: a nonlocal phi-carrier attempts to satisfy the 

generalized phi-agreement. How, then, are topic shifts even possible if it is not possible to bring the direct 

object to the front of the clause? Remember, the topic mechanism, which is discussed in the next section, 

only propels into activity once the generalized phi-agreement condition is satisfied. In other words, the direct

object is free to land to the preverbal position only if the local subject has donated its phi-features to the verb 

first. This contrast is illustrated, once more, in (26).

(26)  

(a) Tämän kirjan kirjoitimme me yhdessä.

this.acc book.acc wrote.1pl we.nom together

<---Phi-donation--|

‘We wrote this book together.’ (‘this book’ = topic, ‘we’ = focus)

(b) ?*Tämä kirja kirjoitettiin me yhdessä.

this.nom book.nom wrote.impass we.nom together

‘We wrote this book together.’

In (26)(a) the generalized phi-agreement is satisfied by agreement, so the direct object can now go to the pre-

verbal position; in (26)(b) the generalized phi-agreement is not satisfied by the local subject, and the direct 

object cannot do it (it is not local). It violates the locality condition. Example (26)(b) is in fact ungrammati-

cal to me. I could use (26)(a) if ‘this book’ is topic, for example, if it is physically present.
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An additional reason I’d like to propose that we distinguish the generalized phi-agreement condition from the

topic system is their different status with respect of grammaticality. Violation of phi-agreement rules pro-

duces markedly distressed clauses (27), while violations of the topic system are perhaps less ungrammatical. 

(27)  

(a) *Me näki Pekan. (Agreement with a nonlocal argument)

we.nom saw.3sg Pekka.acc/gen

(b) *näke me Pekan. (Agreement is missing)

see.0 we.nom Pekka.acc/gen

(c) *Täytyy harkita lainaavamme tätä kirjaa Liisalle meidän (Right dislocation)

must.0 consider to.borrow this book to.Liisa we.gen

I think this is because the generalized agreement and the topic/focus system are fundamentally different. The 

agreement is part of the core syntax (“narrow syntax” in minimalist terms) whereas, as we will discover in 

the next section, the topic/focus system is not. The topic/focus system is thrown on the top of the more syn-

tactic agreement system. This becomes transparent once we look at how context plays a role in grammar. 

Contextual manipulation can often provide salvation to a distressed clause that has adopted an untypical or 

noncanonical topic/focus arrangement, but it cannot help any of the clauses in (27).

Condition (22) is an empirical hypothesis and not the only way to dissect the anatomy of the Finnish finite 

clause. Most treatments I’ve seen so far try to put the topic/EPP under the same package and ignore agree-

ment (and the data concerning agreement reported here). Condition (22) comes frustratingly close to the tra-

ditional EPP as it is observed in English, for example, since half of it requires DPs at Spec,Fin (or Spec,T). 

This is a problem because it involves redundancy. Ideally we’d like to have agreement/EPP/topic inside the 

one super general system.

4 The topic and the Finnish discourse operations

Having now discussed agreement and how it might impose a freezing effect on the subject, let us turn to the 

issue of topics. I will disperse the discussion into two sections, this and the next. In this section, certain sim-
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plifications are made in order to prevent the discussion getting totally out of hand. In the next section, when I

take the outer right dislocations, and hence focus into account, we move into more controversial waters.

For simplicity’s sake I will assume here that the preverbal subject position, or the head which generates it, 

has two features. One feature is the agreement system discussed in previous section. This condition requires 

that there are phi-features inside the verb’s projection. This condition must be satisfied at all times. No 

topic/focus operation can save the construction if the agreement condition is not satisfied properly. This 

means that, to discuss the topic mechanism, we assume at all times that generalized agreement is taken care 

of. Let’s therefore assume that phi-features now appear inside the verb’s projection; only then does the ‘topic

feature’ activate (e.g., in Finnish, agreement > topic). We will assume that the second feature is the topic fea-

ture, an assumption that I will call into question in the next section. I don’t want to be intentionally mislead-

ing; it is possible that I am wrong about what I have to say in the next section, as those analyses are much 

more controversial, so it makes sense to stay here within the less controversial territory and follow H&N’s 

presentation, who assume that there is a separate topic feature in the derivation.

To establish the common ground, let’s first repeat some of the topic patterns documented in the previous sec-

tion. We saw there that the phrase that sits in the preverbal specifier position need not be the topic. If sup-

ported by context, any other constituent can also be the topic. Example (28) and many of its kin were already

mentioned in the previous section.

(28) Mitä tulee Pekkaan1, kuka tahansa voi voittaa hänet1.

what comes to.Pekka whoever can beat him

‘topic’

‘What comes to Pekka, whoever can beat him.’

What happens here is that the direct object is interpreted as the topic, and this interpretation is created by the 

context ‘what comes to Pekka’. This suggest that the topic feature at Fin is able to check the topic feature 

also from within the clause, downstream as it were, as long as that feature is supported (by context, for ex-

ample). Stated in minimalist jargon, it functions like a probe, looks for a goal, and is happy when one is 

found. Here’s what I think is going on:
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(29) Mitä tulee Pekkaan1, | kuka tahansa Fin voi voittaa hänet1.

what comes to.Pekka however can beat him

|-----------------------------Context effect---------------------------->’topic’

‘topic’

|-------Check-------->

Example (29) has a topic; it does not occur in the preverbal position. In (28)/(29) the generalized agreement 

condition is satisfied – and must be satisfied – by a local phrase that constitutes a nontopic. So this means 

that if the agreement condition is checked by phi-agreement, the topic feature at Fin can either check the 

topic from distance and/or trigger movement and check it locally. These options are shown in (30).

(30)  

(a) Kuka tahansa voittaa hänet/Pekan/sen miehen/??yhden miehen.

who ever wins him/Pekka/that man/a man

‘Whoever will win him/Pekka/that man.’ (‘he/Pekka/that man’ must be topic)

(b) Hänet/Pekan/sen miehen/yhden miehen voittaa kuka tahansa.

him/Pekka/that man/a man wins who ever

‘Whoever will win him/Pekka/that man/a man.’

If we use a construction without agreement, the second option, predictably, disappears:

(31)  

(a) Kenen tahansa täytyy voittaa hänet/Pekan.

who ever must.0 win him/Pekka

‘Whoever must win him/Pekka.’

(b) *hänet/Pekan täytyy voittaa kenen tahansa.

him/Pekka must.0 win who ever 
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Therefore, I would like to propose, still following H&N’s work, that Finnish is subject to the following topic 

condition. Note that this is a tentative definition that we have to revise once more in the next section.

(32) Topic condition (revised in the next section)

The topic feature at Fin requires that it be checked either by a topic constituent in situ, such that Fin c-

commands that constituent, and/or by movement of the topic constituent to Spec,Fin.

A sentence is ungrammatical if no topic constituent whatsoever is found; I’ll return to this below. Yet to me it

appears that this simple modification – the agreement system proposed in the previous section and the simple

assumption that the topic feature can be checked without movement once the agreement business is takes 

care of – handles nearly all the facts reported thus far.  

There is one small detail buried in the facts that requires attention, however. This is the fact that the in situ 

topic strategy requires strong contextual support, while the movement strategy does not. That is, when the 

topic appears in the preverbal Spec,Fin position it is analyzed automatically and without further ado as the 

topic; when the topics is elsewhere, its topichood requires contextual support.

(33)  

(a) *?Kuka tahansa voittaa yhden  miehen.

who ever wins one/a man

(b) Yksi mies voittaa kenet tahansa.

one/a man wins who ever

‘There is a man such that he wins anybody.’

(34)

(a) *Jonkun tapasi Liisa

somebody met.3sg Liisa.nom

(b) Liisa tapasi jonkun.

Liisa.nom met somebody

‘Liisa met somebody.’
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This is, I think, because there exists a ‘default’ system according to which topics appear in the early portion 

of the clause while focus elements prefer the more posterior positions. This generalization is not specific to 

Finnish; it is part of the UG (35).

(35) Tätä kirjaa suositteli Liisalle  Pekka

this.par book.par recommend to.Liisa Pekka.nom

Topics <------------------------------------------------>Focus elements

The explanation of this has to wait for the next section were I attempt to tackle the issue of far right move-

ment. But this is, regardless, the reason why the in situ strategy requires support while the movement-to-Fin 

requires no such thing. The in situ topic reading requires that the default topic-focus interpretation is turned 

off. 

The present analysis predicts that contextual topic support should render verb initial sentences grammatical 

when the verb agrees with a subject in situ. The construction is shown in (36). No element is required to 

move to Spec,Fin, because both features can be checked in situ. So the sentence should be grammatical.

(36) {create topic from context} . . . Fin/topic . . . Subj . . . Topic

<----Agree---->

<----Topic check------->

I think in reality this prediction is not borne out. It leads into some relief effect in some cases, but the sen-

tences are not particularly good and there are situations in which contextual topic support is not able to ren-

der verb initial clauses grammatical.

(37)

(a) ?Mitä tulee Pekkaan, huomenna voittaa  kuka tahansa hänet.

what comes to Pekka, tomorrow wins who ever him

(b) ?*Mitä tulee Pekkaan,huomenna voittaa Merja hänet.

?hat comes to Pekka, tomorrow wins Merja him

I therefore maintain that verb initial clauses are ungrammatical with or without topic-creating context. At this
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point I merely acknolwedge this problem for those who would like to developed this analysis further; our 

story, instead, will take a more constroversial turn later on.5

The topic condition requires that each sentence has a topic. If there is no topic, the topic feature at Fin will 

remain unchecked and cause the derivation to crash. This is not true, however. There are logic textbook 

clauses which have no topics. The Finnish generic clauses, likewise, have no topic (38).

(38)

(a) Eräs mies tapasi yhden miehen

some man met one man

‘a man met a man’ (etc.)

(b) Sitä tulee nukkuneeksi liian pitkään

expl comes sleep too late

‘One tends to sleep too late.’

To explain this we have to say, following H&N, that the topic (nonfocus) feature at Fin is optional. But once 

we do this, it becomes a mystery why these sentences still refuse to be verb initial and require the insertion of

an expletive. I suspect that the topic mechanism is, therefore, not the same mechanism that keeps verbs out 

of the first position. 

5 Outer right dislocation and the topic/focus system

We now have the outer right dislocation in our agenda. The outer right dislocation presents a mystery. In 

such constructions, the agreeing nominative subject, which also represents the agent, is dislocated to the right

edge of the clause (39).

5 I can imagine two ways to approach this problem. One is to insert a ‘movement clause’ into the definitions of the generalized 
agreement condition or the topic condition, such that one or another requires movement. This strategy, as formulated, strikes me 
as completely ad hoc. Both the agreement condition and the topic condition set up certain requirements concerning grammatical 
features, phi-features and the topic feature, respectively. It is also empirically challenging, because, as we have seen, neither 
topics nor the agreeing phrases need to move. Remember, the subject position can be filled in by expletives or adverb phrases as 
well.
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(39) Tätä kirjaa halusi suositella Liisalle Pekka.

this book.par wanted recommend to.Liisa Pekka.nom

‘Pekka wanted to recommend this book to Liisa.’

Which operation is responsible for right dislocation and which grammatical position does the subject occupy 

in (39)? The way how this question is posed is misleading, however. It is not true that the subject can only 

wander to the right edge. It can wander to many other places as well, as shown in (40)/(41).

(40)  

(a) Tätä kirjaa halusi Pekka suositella Liisalle.

this book wanted Pekka recommend to.Liisa

(b) Tätä kirjaa halusi suositella Pekka Liisalle.

this book wanted recommend Pekka to.Liisa

(c) Tätä kirjaa halusi suositella Liisalle Pekka.

this book wanted recommend to.Liisa Pekka

In effect, we have this:

(41)  Tätä kirjaa (Pekka) halusi (Pekka) pyytää (Pekka) lainaksi (Pekka) Liisalta (Pekka).

This book wanted to.ask for.borrowing from.Liisa Pekka

‘Pekka wanted to ask Liisa to borrow this book.’

There is a long tradition in Finnish philological scholarship which says that the Finnish word order is ‘free’, 

and that there is no, or very little, syntactic structure present. The word order is not, however, free. Take (42).

(42)  

(a) Tätä kirjaa suositteli meidän hyville ystävillemme Pekka.

this book.par recommend our good friends Pekka

|--------------------------------------------------------------->

‘Pekka recommend this book to our good friends.’
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(b) *Tätä kirjaa suositteli meidän hyville Pekka ystävillemme.

this book.par recommend our good Pekka friends.

|------------------------------------------->

‘Pekka recommend this book to our good friends.’

A quick examination of these limitations suggests that the subject has the same range of options available as 

do adverbs and adverbials. In addition, once we let the adverb to take different positions in the clause, it, too,

obtains topic/focus interpretations according to its position within the sentential ‘mouth-tail’ continuum. An 

adverb at the beginning of the clause constitutes a topic, while an adverb at the end of the clause has a more 

natural focus interpretation; the very least I find such interpretations the more natural ones. For example, in

(43)(a), an adverb at the end of the clause most naturally implies that ‘yesterday’ is new information, while 

putting the same adverb to the front that it is presupposed knowledge. Of course, context can outperform the 

default setting as well.

(43)  

(a) (Eilen) Pekka (eilen) suositteli (eilen)  Liisalle (eilen) tätä kirjaa (eilen).

yesterday Pekka recommend   to.Liisa this book

‘Pekka recommend this book to Liisa yesterday.’

(b) *Pekka suositteli tätä kirjaa meidän hyville eilen ystävillemme.

Pekka recommend this book our good yesterday friends

So where is the subject in right dislocation? If this ‘argument float’ has similar distribution with adverbs, the 

simplest and most non-controversial syntactic theory I can think of suggests that the subject is adjoined to 

these positions, much like adverbs are. Adjuncts have many of the properties illustrated by the facts just re-

viewed: they are optional, have considerable freedom of ordering, and tend to orbit in the phrase/clause with-

out interacting much with the rest of its constituents. Because adjuncts are adjoined to the projectional spine 

of their own phrase, they cannot go ‘inside’ other constituents (cf. (42)(b)). So this is what I think is going on

with the subject right dislocation: the subject, once it agrees, can float from its first merge position Spec,vP 

(where it performs agreement) and adjoin basically to anywhere like an adverb. The floating argument is, in 
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other words, an adjunct and has the status of a ‘nominal adverb’, an element such as ‘today’ or ‘this day’. I 

call the phenomenon ‘argument float’, although the operations themselves are not limited to arguments.

Because the argument has to agree with the finite verb, it must be detached in some way from its first-merge 

position Spec,vP (where it performs morphosyntactic agreements) and then positioned into that sentence’s 

many adjunction junctures. Insertion cannot be A-bar movement; many properties of A-bar movement are 

lacking.6 Instead, the detached subject is targeted from the syntactic working space – literally pulled out (or 

copied) from its first-merge position – and adjoined to the projectional spine, much like other adverbs. This 

structure then serves as the input for the topic/focus interpretation, in which the topics are represented hierar-

chically in more prominent positions, while focus elements are represented hierarchically in less prominent 

positions (with some amount of freedom due to semantic reconstruction and context manipulation). There is 

no special H&N style topic feature anywhere in the structure. Unless overridden by the context, the topic in-

terpretation goes automatically to the structurally highest element (below the operator position that has a des-

ignated operator interpretation), while the focus interpretation is assigned to the elements in less prominent 

positions. It does not matter how the topic ends up in its topic position. The analysis is illustrated in (44).

(44) Tämän kirjan on kirjoittanut Grahan Greene { }

this book.acc has written Graham Greene.nom

{        } <-------------------------Adjunction--------------------|  Pull out 

‘Graham Greene has written this book.’

If the direct object is adjoined, it should be possible to sandwich the direct object between the operator posi-

tion and the preverbal subject position that has been filled by some other mechanism. I think this prediction 

is borne out, more or less. The operation is possible. I find that the resulting SOV order is only slightly odd, 

while OSV order is marginal. I use agreementless modal constructions to keep the subject at Spec,FinP.

(45)  

6 Finnish A-bar movement is limited to upward movement; it exhibits pied-piping; it is mandatory;  it targets the one specified 
operator position; it is typically associated with overt suffixes; it is not always blocked by agreement; it often changes the 
selectional properties of the clause in which it occurs. Argument float does not have these properties. It has no direction; it does 
not exhibits pied-piping; it is not mandatory; it targets several positions; it is not associated with overt suffixes; it is blocked by 
lack of agreement (for subjects); it has no impact on selection.
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(a) ??Huomennako tätä autoa Pekan täytyy maalata?

tomorrow-q this car.par Pekka.gen must.0 paint

‘Is it tomorrow that Pekka has to paint this car?’

(‘this car’ = topic)

(b) ?Huomennako Pekan tätä autoa täytyy maalata?

tomorrow-q Pekka.gen this car.par must paint

‘Is it tomorrow that Pekka has to paint this car?’

(Pekka, ‘this car’ = topics?)

To me and many others (45)(b) is almost completely fine; perhaps it is only slightly noncanonical. The analy-

sis of (45)(a) is that the direct object is adjoined above the grammatical subject, whereas in (45)(b) it is ad-

joined between the verb and the subject. Why is there a contrast between (45)(a-b)? The present proposal as-

sumes that the noun phrase is an adjunct. It occurs that many adverbs, much like the adjunct argument, can-

not occur between the operator and the subject (46)-(48).

(46)  

(a) Kenet Pekka luultavimmin voittaa?

who Pekka most.likely wins?

‘Who will Pekka most likely win?’

(b) ??Kenet luultavimmin Pekka voittaa?

who most.likely Pekka wins

(47)

(a) Minkä työpaikan Pekka todennäköisesti saa?

which job Pekka probably gets

‘Which job will Pekka probably get?’

(b) ??Minkä työpaikan todennäköisesti Pekka saa?

which job probably Pekka gets
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(48)

(a) Usein Pekka lenkkeilee illalla.

often Pekka runs in.the.evening

‘Often Pekka runs in the evening.’

(b) *Minä vuodenaikana usein Pekka lenkkeilee illalla?

which season often Pekka runs in.the.evening

(c) Minä vuodenaikana Pekka usein lenkkeilee illalla?

which season Pekka often runs in.the.evening

‘At which seasons does Pekka often run in the evenings?’

It might thus be that the floating argument is prevented to occupy this position (the adjunct position sand-

wiched between the operator position and the finite subject position) for much of the same reasons as many 

adverbs are, whatever that reason might be. What I care here is only the claim that the topic phrase (when not

the subject) is adjoined like an adverb is, not A/A-bar moved to that position.

Argument and adverb float is restricted to finite clauses. It is not possible to float an adverb out of an embed-

ded finite clause, for example. A-bar movement is not limited in the same way: both direct objects and to 

some extent also subjects can be fronted out of finite clauses. This provides a way to differentiate between A-

bar movement and argument float, and also an empirical test for the present hypothesis. The present hypothe-

sis makes the crucial prediction that it should be impossible to float a topic argument out of an embedded fi-

nite clause, whereas it ought to be possible to A-bar move them out (but only to the operator position). These

predictions are borne out (49).

(49)  

(a) Jukka käski Merjan sanoa Pekalle että Suomi ottaa yhä lisää velkaa.

Jukka asked Merja to.say to.Pekka that Finland takes still more debt

‘Jukka asked Merja to say to Pekka that Finland still takes more debt.’
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(b) *Jukka Suomi käski Merjan sanoa Pekalle että __ ottaa yhä lisää velkaa.

Jukka asked Merja to.say to.Pekka that Finland takes still more debt

‘Jukka asked Merja to say to Pekka that Finland still takes more debt (Finland = topic).’

(c) *Jukka käski Suomi Merjan sanoa Pekalle että __ ottaa yhä lisää velkaa.

Jukka asked Finland Merja to.say to.Pekka that takes still more debt

‘Jukka asked Merja to say to Pekka that Finland still takes more debt.’

(d) *Jukka lisää velkaa käski Merjan sanoa Pekalle että. . .

Jukka more debt.par asked Merja to.say to.Pekka that . . .

(‘more debt’ = topic)

(e) Lisää velkaa-ko Jukka käski Merjan sanoa Pekalle että . . .

more debt-Q Jukka asked Merja to.say to.Pekka that. . .

‘Is it more debt that Jukka asked Merja to say to Pekka that Finland still takes ___?’

Suppose we try to topicalize a constituent from within an embedded clause into the matrix clause’s preverbal 

position just below the operator area. If topicalization indeed is adjunction, not A-bar movement, such opera-

tion ought to be impossible. To test this hypothesis, we have to make sure that (1) the operator position is 

filled and that (2) the generalized agreement condition is satisfied in the matrix clause via agreement. The 

prediction is borne out: topicalization is impossible, while A-bar movement is possible (50).

(50)

(a) Milloin Jukka kertoi Pekalle että Suomi ottaa yhä lisää velkaa?

when Jukka told Pekka that Finland takes still more debt

‘When did Jukka told to Pekka that Finland takes still more debt.’

(b) *?Milloin lisää velkaa kertoi Jukka Pekalle että Suomi ottaa yhä __?

When more debt told Jukka to.Pekka that Finland takes still
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(c) Mitä Jukka kertoi Pekalle että Suomi ottaa yhä lisää __?

What.par Jukka told to.Pekka that Finland takes still more

‘What did Jukka told to Pekka that Finland still takes more?’

To sum up, I would like to propose that there are two systems of rules covering the subject position of 

Finnish finite clauses. One is generalized agreement, which requires that phi-features occur inside the verb’s 

projection. This explains why agreement has a liberating effect on word order. Arguments, like adverbs, can 

even float to adjunct positions in a clause. Another condition concerns the topic-focus system, which is read 

off from the complete syntactic structure and enriched by contextual information. This is why topics occur 

often in the syntactically prominent positions while focus elements occur in a less prominent position. Con-

trary to H&N, I maintain that there is no separate topic or focus features in the grammatical structure. Final-

ly, while agreement violations produce totally ungrammatical clauses, violations of the topic/focus system 

are less so. 

6 The diehard EPP

None of the postulated mechanisms suffice to explain why verb initial sentences are ungrammatical in 

Finnish. There is a reason why the traditional “EPP” has been left out of the picture so far. The generalized 

agreement condition is a condition of grammatical features: it says that certain kind of features (phi-features)

must occur in certain kind of places (inside verb’s projection). This condition does not care about word order 

or syntactic hierarchy. The topic/focus system, in turn, is bestowed upon finished syntactic representations in 

the semantic component. Yet, all that being said, Finnish still imposes a ban on verb-initial sentences. 

Because the generalized agreement condition often leads into considerable freedom what comes to the posi-

tioning of the subject in Finnish, the verb is free to use a variety of ways to satisfy its EPP: direct object top-

ics, expletives, adverbs all do. As long as there is something at Spec,Fin, the clause in fine. The phrase need 

not be phonologically overt: it is well known that in Finnish, null subjects can satisfy the EPP, too (Vainikka 

& Levy, 1999; Holmberg, 2005, 2010). A-bar movement can still ship phrases out of their EPP-positions 

without leading into violations, leaving phonologically empty things behind (copies, traces). But what is re-

quired is that something is put into Spec,Fin once Fin is merged. Why?
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I would like to draw attention to another matter first. Saara Huhmarniemi (2012) discovered that in Finnish, 

wh-movement often involves recursive pied-piping together with successive-cyclic secondary wh-movement

(51). 

(51) {{Mitä kaupunkia kohti __} virratessaan __} Seine kasvaa isoksi __?

what city towards when-streaming Seine grows big

‘by flowing towards which city does Seine grow big?’

Here we have a similar problem. The interrogative phrase must occupy several left edge positions on its way 

to the final resting place at the left edge of the interrogative clause itself. The operation has no impact on se-

mantic interpretation; in fact, it seems to have no impact on anything else besides obvious effects on word 

order and (presumably also) syntactic hierarchy (Huhmarniemi & Brattico, 2013). The intermediate position 

are not interrogative phrases in any normal sense of the term, for example. We also have instances in Finnish 

in which this behavior is optional. The same element can either trigger agreement/EPP or it may not; seman-

tics is not much concerned (52)(Brattico, 2011).7

(52)  

(a) Minun lähellä-ni

I.gen near-1sg

‘near me’

(b) lähellä minua

near I.par

‘near me’

Sometimes specifier/adjunct filling is semantically active, for example, when the agent is merged at Spec,vP 

or when an interrogative lands at Spec,CP to mark the scope of a question; but the “traditional EPP” (in the 

sense of “extended projection principle”) exhibited by the data above refers to situations when it is not. Also 

bear in mind that the range of elements able to salvage a Finnish clause from ungrammaticality is quite con-

siderable: we have seen adverbs, expletives, arguments and preposition phrases (indirect arguments) able to 

7 I argued in Brattico (2011), based on data such as this, that the EPP is irreducible. It must be stipulated on certain grammatical 
heads. Essentially the same point will be repeated below. 
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perform the fiat. It does not matter how the phrase ends up there. It can occur as a result of generalized agree-

ment, as a result of topic adjunction and argument float or as a result of direct merge, as in the case of exple-

tives. It does not matter whether the phrase is phonologically overt or covert. It does not matter if the phrase 

is later moved to an operator position by A-bar movement. The phrase does not need to be the specifier, as 

we have seen numerous examples of adjunction doing the same. Finally, verb initial sentences as such are not

ungrammatical; one can craft such sentences by moving the verb into the contrastive operator area inside the 

C-domain and thus have the sentence begin with a verb. The only thing that matters in the case of finite 

clause EPP is that some phrase is merged inside the verb’s projection at some point during the grammatical 

derivation. 

The EPP is often rephrased as a condition which requires that a specifier position is filled by a phrase of 

some type. If we however abstract generalized agreement and the topic mechanism out of this problem, then 

not much is left. What is left is the most abstract syntactic condition forcing configuration ‘{XP {H...}}’ on 

the relevant heads. I believe that neither generalized agreement nor the topic system are part of the EPP, so 

this is the direction I think we ought to go in explaining why in Finnish several types of heads cannot occur 

without specifier/adjuncts (53).

(53) EPP

A head H (e.g. Fin) that has the EPP property must establish configuration ‘{XP {H...}}’.

This definition is more in line with the original GB-theoretical Extended Projection Principle, which says 

that some heads must project a specifier/argument even if they do not assign a separate thematic role to them.

It also resembles Chomsky’s minimalist analysis in terms of second merge, according to which (if I under-

stand it correctly) the generalized EPP is a condition which requires a head to trigger second-Merge.8 This is 

exactly what (53) says.

I conclude by making few comments about (53). First, it does not draw any distinction between specifiers 

and adjuncts. This is important, since in Finnish the condition can be satisfied by both traditional specifiers 

and adjuncts. If what I said about topics is true, then the topicalized direct object, too, is adjoined to the pre-

verbal position. Is there indeed a difference between specifiers and adjuncts? Condition (53) is compatible 

8 First-merge establishes a head-complement relation {H ZP}, while the second-merge establishes a (local) specifier/adjunct-head 
relation {XP {H ZP}}.
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with both hypotheses, one that distinguishes specifiers from adjuncts and one that does not. What matters in 

Finnish is that some phrase occurs in the prehead position (54).

(54)  

(a) Minä uskon *(huomenna) satavan.

I believe tomorrow rains

‘I believe that tomorrow will rain.’

(b) *(Sitä) toivoo voivansa vaikuttaa asioihin.

expl hopes can influence things

‘One always hopes to be able to influence things.’

(c) Tänään pidetään hauskaa.

today keeps fun.par

‘Today we’ll going to have fun.’

(d) minun lähellä-ni/ *lähellä-ni minun

I.gen near-1sg near-1sg I.gen

‘near me’

In addition, condition (53) does not care which operation satisfies the requirement. A-movement, A-bar 

movement, topic movement, adjunction or generation of an expletive all do. I also intend it to be read as re-

quiring the condition to be satisfied once; it does not matter what happen thereafter. In other words, it does 

not matter if something happens to phrase ‘XP’ in (53) after the configuration has been established. 

It is common to formulate the EPP condition in terms of feature exchange.  H&N, for example, formulate it 

in terms of topics. The evidence suggests, however, that the topic/focus system is something else, and oper-

ates on the whole continuum of the clause. If we do not abstract generalized phi-agreement, we can be easily 

distracted by agreement/nominative case, especially in languages such as English, and assume that the EPP is

about morphosyntax. What suggests to me that morphosyntax is not part of EPP is the observation that in 

Finnish the morphosyntactic requirement works independent of the EPP. 
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7 Conclusions

In this article I have tried to tidy up certain problems left behind by H&N’s analysis of the Finnish topic 

prominence. There were three problems: a relationship between topics and agreement; right dislocation; and 

the fact that Finnish finite clauses need not be headed by topics. I propose to solve the first problem by stipu-

lating that only after agreement has taken place can the topic mechanism awake into action. The agreement 

mechanism is, thus, the most fundamental of all. The third problem can be dealt with in one of two ways. An 

analysis in line with H&N’s topic feature would say that the topic feature at Fin can check the topic con-

stituent either by means of moving it into Spec, Fin (after agreement condition is taken care of) or by means 

of agreeing with it via long-distance relation, in which case the topic constituent remains in situ. The latter 

construction must be supported by context. This solution requires that the agreement mechanism is first ab-

stracted away. Another solution to the nontopic subject problem emerges once we look into the right disloca-

tion. 

The second problem – existence of right dislocation – brings us, indeed, into wholly unknown waters. This 

phenomenon makes me believe that thematic arguments can be adjoined, like adverbials. The term right dis-

location might be misleading, in that it suggest that subjects can only occur at the right edge of a clause. 

When this happens, these arguments (like adverbs?) tend to get a topic/focus interpretation on the basis of 

their position in the clause, and from this point on there could be very little motivation to posit separate 

grammaticalized topic/focus features to the syntactic structure. There is adjunction combined with a topic/fo-

cus interpretation that looks into syntactic hierarchy and context. I therefore think there are no topic/focus 

features.

The generalized agreement condition is about grammatical features, while the topic/focus system is about se-

mantic interpretation. The EPP is something else. It requires that something is ‘second-merged’ to a head.
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